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Deferred Update Replication (1)
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 Concurrent transactions are executed optimistically

 Updates are consistently applied to object replicas on all servers



Deferred Update Replication (2)
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 A conflicting transaction is reexecuted; conflicts detected locally:

 𝑇2 conflicts with an older 𝑇1 if 𝑇1 ∥ 𝑇2 and 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑇2 ∩𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑇1 ≠ ∅



Deferred Update Replication (3)
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 During execution

 Working on copies of shared objects  Updates

 Bookkeeping  ReadSet, WriteSet

 On commit

 TO-Broadcast ReadSet, WriteSet, Updates

 Transaction certification performed independently on each 

replica

 Updates applied if certification successful

 Network communication much longer than execution



Problems of DUR
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 What limits DUR’s scalability?

 Transaction certification performed 𝑛 times

 Wasted resources when transactions abort

 Full replication (outside the scope of the presentation)

 Other observations

 Large messages (especially ReadSets) put strain on network 

stack

 Longer execution/communication times  more aborts
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Postgres-R
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 Characteristics

 Execution as in DUR

 Each replica certifies only 𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡

 One replica (the tx initiator) decides to commit or abort

 Pros

 No need to transmit 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑠

 Less certification in total compared to DUR

 Cons

 Additional broadcast needed

 Longer execution/transmission times  more aborts



Observation
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 Some TOB protocols (such as Paxos) feature a leader

 Leader coordinates message ordering and dissemination

 Each message passes through the leader
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 Leader coordinates message ordering and dissemination
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Why not use the leader for certification?
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Executive DUR (EDUR)
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 Execution  as in DUR / Postgres-R

 Upon commit

1. 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑡, 𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑡 and 𝑈𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 are sent to the leader

2. Leader certifies the transaction

3. If successful

a. leader broadcasts updates to all processes

b. each process applies the updates

4. Otherwise

a. transaction is retried



Executive DUR (2)
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 Leader process can be decomposed into two threads: leader and replica

 Transaction sent to the leader which certifies it and forwards the updates



Executive DUR (3)
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 A conflicting transaction is reexecuted; conflicts detected by the leader

 Updates of a conflicting transaction are dropped



Problem – TOB is too weak for EDUR
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 Leader-based certification imposes prefix order on 

messages

 Transactions after certification form a chain of logically 

dependent messages

 TOB 

 All messages considered independent entities

 Concurrent broadcast instances for better performance

 Total Order doesn’t guarantee prefix order



Implementing EDUR (1)
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 Extended Virtual Synchrony (EVS)

 Processes work in views

 Additional constraints on view change and message delivery

 Prefix order can be preserved

 Why EVS is not the best choice?

 EVS provides stronger guarantees than required

 Any crash suspicion causes installation of a new view

 Computation is paused during the view change



Implementing EDUR (2)
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 Executive Order Broadcast (EOB)

 Essentially TOB with exposed leader (new primitives)

 Preserves prefix order

 Executive Order substitutes Total Order property

 Insight

 Reconfiguration only when leader fails

 EOB is strictly stronger than TOB

 EOB is strictly weaker than EVS



DUR vs Postgres-R vs EDUR 
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DUR Postgres-R EDUR

Comm. phases 2 (TOB) 4 (TOB + RB) 2 (EOB)

Network

transmission

- ReadSet n 0 1

- WriteSet n n 1

- Updates n n n*

Certification n, O(RS) n, O(WS) 1, O(RS)

* Only if certification successful



Evaluation
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 Microbenchmark – replicated hashtable

 RO transaction – 100 get requests

 RW transaction – 98 get requests + 2 put/remove request

 Setups

 High contention

 No contention

 Various percentage of updating (RW) transactions

 10%

 50%

 90%



Hashtable 10% RW high contention
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 Abort rate 7-30%

 Differences – mainly due to handling of aborted transactions



Hashtable 10% RW no contention 
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 Abort rate 0%

 Differences – message sizes and certification overhead



Hashtable – other scenarios
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High contention No contention

50% RW

90% RW



Conclusions
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 Executive Deferred Update Replication

 Extension of DUR

 Much better scalability

 Practically no downsides

 Future work

 Partial replication

 Investigate several optimizations


